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ExICERICCALCAL services
for ESL teachers and researchers
the ERIC clearinghouse on languages and teaching composition in second languages

linguistics offers a number of services which teaching conversational skills in ESL
are of value to ESL teachers administrators teaching literacy in ESL
and researchers these services include teaching pronunciation in ESL
providing at no charge minibibliographiesbibliographiesmini teaching reading in ESL
and question and answer fact sheets and for teaching vocabulary in ESL
a nominal fee computer searches all can testing communicative competence
be obtained by writing to the ERIC clear-
inghouse

using role plays in teaching ESL
in on languages and linguistics vocabulary and second language learning
center for applied linguistics 3520 pros-
pect st NW washington DC 20007 or by questions and answers
calling 202 2989292298 9292

the following quaq&a fact sheets are
minibibliographiesbibliographiesMini available free in single copies multiple

copies may be reproduced for distribution
the following bibliographies are available without permission

free in single copies multiple copies may
be reproduced for distribution without foreign language careers translation
permission please select only those titles microcomputers and second language teach-

ingwhich are of direct interest to you at the
present time public relations for foreign languages

testing speaking proficiency the oral
american culture interview
audiovisual aids in ESL
clozealoze procedure computer searches
cognitive learning styles in foreign lan-

guages copies of the following printouts are
developing communicative competence available for US 10.001000 each prepaidprepaid
english for special purposes ESP printouts include full resumes of the docu-

mentsevaluation of immersion programs make check payable to ERIC clear-
inghouseforeign languages in the middle grades in on languages and linguistics

french culture all searches are updated twice a year
german culture
hispanic cultures 906 american culture
innovative methods in teaching foreign 605 audiovisual aids in ESL

languages 535 audiovisual aids in the FL class-
roomlanguage attitudes of ESL students

language laboratories 916 business and foreign languages
notional functional syllabi 427 career opportunities in foreign lan-

guagespromoting foreign language programs
research on child language acquisition and 691 child language developmentvo

second language learning cabularytabularycabulary
the silent way 908 clozealoze procedure
suggestopedia 602 code switching
teacher attitudes in the second language 885 cognitive learning styles in foreign

classroom languages
teaching and testing listening compre-

hension
915 computercomputer assistassisteded instruction in

in ESL second languages
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391 defense language institute teaching 881 research on child language acqui-
sitionmaterials & second language learning

556 english for special purposes 338 second language testing
352 error analysis and ESL 604 studies in contrastive analysis for
393 ESL in elementary education the ESL teacher
913 evaluating competencies in flteach 909 suggestopedia

ers 799 teacher training in ESL
904 FL articulation high schoolcollegeSchool College 580 teaching conversational skills in
441 FL learning in middle grades ESL
453 FLES programs and materials 633 teaching ESL abroad
910 foreign language immersion pro-

grams
192 teaching listening comprehension
766 teaching listening comprehension

390 foreign service institute language in ESL
teaching materials 714 teaching pronunciation in ESL

871 french culture 718 teaching reading in adult ESL
379 games in the FL classroom 806 teaching second languages to adults
898 german culture 412 testing communicative competence
899 hispanic cultures 449 TV and videotapes in second lan-

guage914 indochinese cultures learning
464 languages for special purposes 912 using music to teach second lan-

guages907 notional functional syllabi
392 peace corps language teaching 886 vocabulary and second language

materials learning




